
Where does Covenant Eyes

Fall in Your Budget?

Your money is important to you. And if you’re trying to stay afloat financially, that $9/mo. for a

single user of Accountability can sound like a lot of money. That’s why we looked at our own

budgets and figured out where Covenant Eyes falls into the mix.

For under $10, here’s what you get:

For under $25, here’s what you get:

For under $100, here’s what you get:

For under $300:

ticketticket
1 movie ticket
without popcorn1

$7.94

1 license
of antivirus software4

$19.27

1 date night
2 movie tickets and
a small popcorn5

$20.63

1 month
of netflix2

$7.99

2 large
cappuccinos3

$8.00

We get it.

Accountability for yourself
One month of Internet Accountability for a single
user, including unlimited device installation and
free customer support.

$8.99

tic
ket

tic
ket

1 mo

1 yr

Protection for your Family
1 month of Covenant Eyes for an average family:

Parents on Accountability, with two kids on
Accountability and Filtering.

$17.99/mo

1 mo

1 month of
high speed internet6

$48.00

$55.00

1 month of
wireless service8

$70.00

$282

1 month of
eating out10

$282.00

So why should I get

Accountability instead

of those two extra cups

of coffee a month?

Because porn has

a cost…

21% of young men say they

view porn almost every day,

and an additional 27% of

men view it 1-2 days a week.14 

21% 27%

56% of divorce cases

involved one party having

“an obsessive interest in

pornographic websites”15

56%
44%

the social cost of porn

1 year for your family
Two parents on Accountability and two kids
on Accountability and Filtering (annual billing).

$204.99

1 year for yourself
Covenant Eyes Internet Accountability for a
single user (annual billing).

$96.99

1 month of
cable tv7

2 weeks of
gasoline9

$219.00

For under $3000:

10 years for your family
Two parents on Accountability and two kids
on Accountability and Filtering (annual billing).

$2049.90

For about $1000:

1 month of
Mortgage payments11

$1061.00

10yr

1 month of tuition
for private k-12 school12

$1,116.00

b+

10 years for yourself
Covenant Eyes Internet Accountability for a
single user (annual billing).

$969.90 

one counseling session18

50 minutes of porn addiction recovery

$100.00

The average cost
of a divorce19

$15,000.00

5 year minimum sentance
possession of child porn20

bail: $20,000.00

One month of paid
internet porn17

$60.00

the financial cost of porn

xxx

xxx

1 month of college13

with housing and transportation

$2782.63

daily weekly

By age 18, 93%

of boys and 62%

of girls have seen

Internet porn.16

93% 62%
boys girls

porn

involved

no porn

involved

Protect your family online
with internet accountability and filtering
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